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Editorial
Welcome to the April-June edition of the SCG Newsletter. The newsletter is published electronically quarterly to members of the Southern Ceramic Group and is more widely distributed to associated pottery groups.
We always welcome your contributions to the newsletter from events to
technical articles to profiles. This edition is a great example of the varied
interests of the group, we hope you enjoy the newsletter and will consider
contributing in the future.
Keith Menear

Group & Members News
New Members
A very warm welcome to new members:
Sara Amos From Fishbourne Chichester
Kate Jackson from Romsey
Hanna Elliott from Haslemere
Currently 161 members in total.

Next Committee Meeting. The committee meets every few months or so and our next meeting will be : 10
am. Monday 2nd July 2018, café at Hinton Ampner House, Alresford, SO24 0LA..
If you have anything you would like to bring to our attention please contact Sandie Dixon
2sandie@tiscali.co.uk or any other member of the committee.
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What’s On
All the exhibition spaces are now taken for our Summer Exhibition at the Bishop’s Kitchen in Chichester.
We have a fantastic range of exhibitors and we are excitedly preparing for another superb illustration of the talents
of Southern Ceramic Group members. We had more applicants than ever this year and, despite accepting a record
number of exhibitors, we unfortunately have not been able
to offer places to everyone who applied. I hope that all our
members will be able to visit the show, either on the Members and Friends Evening (6 pm on Friday July 27th) or on
one of the days when we are open to the public (July 28th
to August 12th).
We need all the help possible in publicising the show, so if
you can distribute leaflets or put up small posters in your
workplace or other community centres, please email
vidyathiru@hotmail.com
If you haven't yet added pictures of your work to our
Members' Gallery, do take a look at the site (http://
www.southernceramicgroup.org.uk/members-gallery/).and
email webmaster.359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk.
This year the information and images on these pages will
be used to create an exhibitors’ information sheet for visitors. Any other queries about the Bishop’s Kitchen exhibition please contact me at vasureddyceramics@gmail.com

AppArt EASTER EXHIBITION AND SCULPTURE TRAIL Do you want something interesting to do over
the Easter holidays? This prestigious exhibition is definitely worth a visit, and was featured on South Today
last year.
Prior's Field School, Priorsfield Road, Godalming, Surrey. GU7 3RH
Friday 30th March - Saturday 14th April
Open Daily: 10am - 4pm - FREE ENTRY
Geraldine
Visit my website: http://gart.atspace.org/
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What’s On
Menear Ceramics : Pottery Courses, The Pottery Barn, Amberley Museum
We are pleased to announce our programme of pottery courses for the coming season.
To see full details and BOOK ONLINE please follow the link www.menearceramics.com.
Look forward to seeing you.
Keith & Debbie Menear
Menear Ceramic

Clay Experience workshop with Dancingpots
1pm - 4pm, 21 April, 28 April & 3 May 2018
The Studio, Hopgarden Cottage, Westergate Street, Westergate, Chichester PO20 3RJ
This workshop is aimed at beginners who have never been exposed to the magic of clay! Come prepared to
unleash your creativity in this 3 hours taster workshop. You will learn about the process of turning clay into
ceramics; throw your own pot on the wheel and explore hand building with clay using different methods of
construction.
To allow plenty of individual support, workshops are for up to 4 people in the studio. Workshops cost £40
per person. To find out more and book your place please get in touch- www.vidyathirunarayan.com Come
along to discover, aspire and be inspired!
Vidya Thirunarayan (07729399375)
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Glaze Group Meeting Notes
Notes from the Glaze Group Meeting Wednesday 14th January 2018
Those Present: Charles Stileman, Kevin Akhurst, Jan Griffiths, Nadia Hopkins, John Howell, Tom Paine,
Barbie Plastow, Tony Thompson, Tim Thornton, Mike Bush, Gill Waller, Nick Dixon, Lesley Dixon
Apologies from: Jenny Ellis
After New Year greetings we went round the table to discuss what people had been doing and/or what they
had bought with them. This started with Tim.
Tim showed his test pieces experimenting with washed and unwashed wood ash glazes, which he had taken
from a book ‘Practice of Stoneware Glazes’ by Daniel de Montmollin, which is available in the original
French or in English (ISBN: 9782908988215). The washed glazes were apple ash and the unwashed were
mixed from a bonfire in his garden. Both had been ground and the lumpy bits filtered out and fired to 1250
deg C. The tests were two way varying both kaolin and silica with the lowest concentrations bottom right.
Overall the unwashed shown to the right below was better fluxed, reflecting the increased amount of soda.
The results were as follows:

Only the 3 right columns in each test pieces were used and as would be
expected there is an optimum amount of kaolin and silica (Afternote: the
eutectic) where the glaze is well fluxed. He used the unwashed glaze at
this point to glaze the following lidded jar:
He then mixed up this glaze and added colourants with the lowest concentration at the bottom in the next photos. (1ST from left: Nickel, Zinc,
Titanium , Zirconium, 2ND: Tin, Cobalt, Copper, Chromium, Uranium ,
Vanadium, 3RD: Iron, Iron Spangles, Rutile, Ilmenite, Manganese) as
shown. The lower concentrations are at the bottom of each tile. Many of
the effects were impressive, especially with the speckle of the wood ash
and he will be taking some forward.
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Kevin then showed a Chinese porcelain bowl, which was about 1000 years
old from the ‘Porcelain Capital’ Jingdezhen. The pot is in the Qingbai or
(blue-white) style. He said that it was one of the oldest translucent porcelains. The Chinese had discovered a rock which was the almost perfect
composition for porcelain that was fired to about 1220 to 1230 deg C. A
green tint was obvious, presumably from iron impurity. The bottoms of the
pots were carved with a pattern, as this one was; some of the designs being
fertility symbols. They were heavily turned back to a very thin bowl and
they were fired upside down with the rim unglazed, which had a brown hue,
presumably from some oxidation. There was speculation in the group that
they had been thrown with joggers and jollies.
Kevin added that as the rock was used up the Chinese found that the pots started to slump in the kiln but they
found that this was cured by adding kaolin to the clay (Afternote: and the start of manufactured porcelain was
on track!)
Jan bought a set of 3 pots made by 3 generations of the Leach/Bowen family. She helpfully bought along a
family tree, which for the genealogists is below:

The 3 pots below were
by Dylan Bowen (the
great grandson of Bernard and godson of Jeremy Leach (2nd pot from
left), who was the son of
David Leach who made
the 3rd pot. The family
tree helps!
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Dylan Bowen had given the last SCG demonstration and shown how the slip
effect was created. Jan was interested by the evolving styles, all using slip from
the earlier more precise patterns from the free flowing style of Dylan.
Barbie had been using the John’s Straw Ash Glaze from John Britt’s MidRange Glazes Book (ISBN 9781454707776) page 85. This was an iron saturated (20%) glaze with bone ash. She applied the glaze to her own stoneware vase
(about 10” tall). The colours obtained from this interesting glaze were spectacular. There was speculation as to whether the results would have been much different with the recommended synthetic iron oxide, instead of the normal iron
oxide that she had used.
Nadia said that she had been experimenting with slips and clear
glazes, together with amber lustre (with a separate lustre firing)
recreate a tray platter of a scene. The tray was about 16” wide
and was much admired:

to

Charles showed a large platter (about 20” diameter), which although pleasing had been overfired and the rim, which had been
upright had collapsed. Amazingly this had happened evenly:
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Charles also showed a bowl, which had a black slip under a dolomite glaze, which had been modified with additional ball clay
(hymod). The glaze had pleasingly crawled in places to show the
back slip.
Nick Dixon had been undertaking chun glaze trials at Cone 11 in
reduction using different underglazes. In general these were running too much and he modified his glaze mix with less Nepheline
Syenite and more clay. When he used a Jeff Brown ‘Tenmouko’
underglaze then the result went yellowy. He then tried an Emmanuel Cooper Chun glaze but with the Zinc replaced by Zirconium and this resulted in the jar to the left in the photo, with the
opaqueness of the Zirconium showing through. He then tried an
Opal underglaze and this worked well, as shown in the right hand
jar.
Lesley used the same
firing as Nick to trial
some Shino glazes on
clays , including Simon Leach, St Thomas’ White, St Thomas’
Reduction. The results were as shown. She felt that the glazes
wanted more colour and Kevin remarked that the iron content of
clays, and in particular ball clays varied a lot. (Afternote: more
iron in the ball clay and/or base clay may help).

Gill described her problems with Paper Clay, or rather Paper Porcelain, which collapsed on glazing, even after
bisque firing, which was surprising. Nevertheless she tried very light brushes of glazes, which she then mostly wiped off, which worked well. Dipping the bisque fired pieces was hopeless. She ended up with some very
effective Christmas decorations, some of which she enhanced with lustres. See photo:
Tom described his problems with a series of failed
firings, where his previously successful Sapphire
Blue/Float Blues had failed; they all came out plain
dark navy. He suspected that his kiln was too hot,
with Cone 8 going over at 1220 deg C. He had
changed the thermocouple but this made little difference but then he found a chart that showed the work
done (cone) at various temperatures against rate of
temperature rise.
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Normally these only go down to 60 deg C per hour but many hobby kilns do not achieve this and the new
chart showed that Cone 6 was achieved at 1210 deg C, if the rate was only 40 deg C per hour, which was the
case with his kiln. This all sounded plausible but the float blues still turned out to be dark navy!
He then suspected new batches of cobalt and china
clay that he had been using. These were replaced but
still no improvement was seen. He then mixed up the
glaze using the old ingredients progressively as follows (relating to the samples from the left in the photo): 1. Potash Feldspar + Flint + Frit 3134. 2. Ditto
plus Strontium. 3. Ditto plus Cobalt. 4. Ditto plus
China Clay.
5.
Ditto + double % Rutile.
Clearly the glaze ingredients were working but not in
the proportions previously used. It was also interesting to see the radical effect of rutile. He then thought
he was faced with a reformulation of the glaze until he
realised that he had two batches of rutile in use; one dark and one light. On reading up about these the dark
is quite different being either calcinated or having higher impurities (mostly iron) depending on what source
you read. On using the light rutile the glaze worked! Tom believed that we should all watch our sources of
rutile, as they differ significantly.
In experimenting Tom also looked at using
Sapphire Blue as a base glaze (only consisting
of the Potash Feldspar 16%, Silica 18.5%,
China Clay 26% and Frit 3134 37%). He
found a long article on the subject, which he
passed round (Afternote; and is available from
Tom if you Email him on a3@apaine.uk). He
tried two of the most promising glazes, one
which turned an odd yellow colour but the
other was most promising being bronzy red,
with a rutile blue where thick. To the Sapphire Blue Base he added Rutile 4%, Red Iron
Oxide 2%, Strontium 6% and Manganese 3%.
The bowl on the left had this glaze on normal buff stoneware and the one on the right on porcelain (Audrey
Blackburn). Clearly the bronze/red developed more with the iron in the stoneware clay but the more pastel
coloured porcelain was preferred by some of the group.
Mike raised the subject of salt glazed kitchen ware and sewage pipes and how in the past they achieved such
an even mottling effect, when today most salt glazers achieve a one sided effect. Kevin, who does a lot of
salt and soda firing felt that the kilns must have had the flow from at least two sides. There was then a discussion about old sewage pipes that appeared to be salt glazed on the inside of the pipe. The group was unclear about how this might be done but Kevin also pointed out that they probably put the salt directly into the
kiln, separately from the flame, which is a common route these days to get the salt in.
After a long meeting the group had a well-earned lunch! AFTERNOTE: The group is becoming more popular, which is good, but it would be useful but not essential to know approximate numbers beforehand. If you
intend to come please let Kevin know that you plan to do so. Above all though, do not stop coming if you
have forgotten to do this!!
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Notes from the Glaze Group Meeting 14/03/2018
Present: Nadia Hopkins, Barbie Plastow, Jenny Ellis, Diana Carter, Kevin Akhurst, Tim Thornton, Mike Bush,
Tom Paine, Mick Dixon
Mike Bush started the meeting by staggering in with a large piece of plywood onto which he had cunningly
attached his extensive range of floatation blue trials. Mike explained that he had mixed up a batch of his basic
Flotation Blue glaze omitting the cobalt. To make it more manageable as a paint on glaze he had added 2%
wallpaper paste to the mix which was not sieved.

Each row across had the addition of 2% of a different oxide or stain mixed in and 2 layers painted on. This
process was repeated for a third layer of glaze in rows from top to bottom. The firing of flotation blue glazes
was discussed and it seemed that they worked best if given a 40 minute soak during cooling at about 60 degrees below top temperature. Mike also showed us some bowls he had made using some of these glazes.
Tim Thornton Showed us a large bowl of his with an oil spot glaze which had boiled and set before the bubbles burst. He was asking for suggestions as to what had caused this and after lengthy discussion the verdict
was ‘don't know”.
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Tim also showed us some tiles showing his ash glaze in
oxidation & reduction, a pot with ash dabbed on the outside with 1/8 thick ash glaze dribbled on top, and a couple
of lidded pots in ash glaze one with 2% coarse ilmenite,
the other with titanium & zinc added.
Tom Paine showed us a couple of pots his father had made
to celebrate a wedding anniversary in 1978. The square pot
had been slabbed with a thrown top, the other thrown then
coiled up with a thrown top. At the Dylan Bowen’s
demonstration Tom had been reminded of the way his father splashed slip onto his pots using a paint brush.
Jenny Ellis showed us a couple of delicate pierced porcelain bowls she had made but had had trouble glazing because of the holes causing uneven application. It was suggested using a larger quantity of glaze and a glaze claw might help. Jenny also showed us a textured tile with
different glazes brushed on and was open to suggestions as to take this further. it was suggested that oxides or
stains mixed with glycerin might be more economic than glazes to achieve similar effects.
Kevin Akhurst showed us a couple of brightly coloured slipware pots made by John Pollex. Kevin explains
that the pots were made from a white earthenware body and dipped in a black slip. John makes up a white slip
which he colours with additions of stains. these coloured slips are then arranged like an artists pallet and
sponged on with small squares of sponge using both the flat and edges of the sponge.
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A short discussion followed on the possible toxicity
of lead glazes.
Mick Dixon had been doing more tests using slips
under his chun glazes and showed us some samples.
He was particularly pleased with an Emmanuel
Cooper recipe where he had substituted the zinc with
zircocil this produced a pleasant white glaze which
worked particularly well over a blue slip with sgraffito decoration and had a wide firing range from
cone 9 - 11.

Mick had mixed up a new copper slip which did not
work on green ware as it vitrified in the bisque firing
and so did not take on the glaze well. The slip had worked well applied at bisque on a small porcelain bowl
under his Paul Baron chun glaze producing mottled pink, mauve, and green colours. Mick had been trying to
cure running of these chun glazes and showed us a porcelain test tile with a Nigel Wood Jun glaze which had
run very badly. This sparked a discussion on why glazes run so much on porcelain this was solved quickly by
Tom with Google’s help ‘porcelain bodies contain more fluxes than other stoneware bodies’!
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Nadia Hopkins showed us some tests on crystalline glazes out of her last firing. The green glaze had worked
well on a round porcelain pot but the crystals had not developed well on a small stoneware bowl as the glaze
may have been to thin.
Barbie Plastow showed us a tall elegant vase she had been given made by Canadian potter Bill Boyde. The
photo shows a detail of the crystals on this pot.
Mick Dixon
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The Members Gallery on our Southern Ceramics Group Website
Hello everyone! Since we completely revised the group’s website we have a variety of members (now numbering 32) who have chosen to display their work on our Members Gallery. Whilst this is an excellent start,
this is still less than 25% of our total membership. The opportunity to put some examples of your work on the
gallery, together with an artist’s statement, your website details (if you have one) and other optional contact
details (address, telephone number(s)) is open to all our members. It is an excellent opportunity to promote
your work, as well as helping to promote the group overall. Up to a maximum of 12 pictures of you and your
work can be included. All entries include a contact form that allows visitors to send an email message direct
to you (but with the email address securely hidden).
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We warmly invite all members to have their own entry. Full details of how to submit your entry are shown on
the Members Login page, or you can email me at webmaster.359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk requesting a
copy of the application form.
Please note that this year we will be using information from the website Members Gallery to automatically
create the members information portfolio for the Bishop’s Kitchen summer exhibition. So if you have been
accepted as an exhibitor please make sure that you have a Members Gallery entry…..
Neil - SCG Webmaster. webmaster.359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk

Toxic Metal Release in Glazes
Following an article in Ceramic Review, potters of food ware need to aware of a European proposal to dramatically reduce the permissible amount of lead in glazes – from the current 40mg / l in hollowware to 0.01 mg / l
(virtually nil). This makes the use of even low lead and fritted glazes impossible to use.
For more detail, and also for the use of cadmium, follow the link below to Lucideon (previously known as Ceram), a testing organisation.
https://www.lucideon.com/testing-characterization/toxic-metal-release-of-ceramic-ware-test-methods
John Howell
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Members Profile : Tim Thornton
My ceramics practice began about 8 years ago, with evening classes under Sally Bettridge at Peter Symonds in Winchester, and then after a couple of years with Mirka Golden-Hann at Salisbury Arts Centre before setting up my own studio just outside Stockbridge. Over the last couple of years the day job
took over too much, leaving scarcely any time for ceramics, but that little problem has now been fixed!
To me, a large attraction of ceramics is it combines making with a complex of technology, aesthetics and culture. My first career in yacht design gave me a similar mix of technology and aesthetics, and the engineering
background gave me a good basis from which to learn the technical side of ceramics. And over time I have
become increasingly interested in the history of culture, including how knowledge becomes lost over the generations.
My making is primarily based on vessel forms, hand built or thrown, using a variety of clays. Shapes are generally quite loose and I make individual pieces rather than production work. With my interest in lost
knowledge, a few years ago I did a lot of work on oil spot glazes, which I am still developing, and this has
spread out to other iron glazes and micro-crystalline glazes, as well as wood ash glazes, all on stoneware and a
mix of functional and decorative wares. I have also become involved in the Oxford Anagama Project, where I
have produced some unglazed pieces, with two more firings this spring. Earthenware pieces are often more
decorative than functional, often finished with a combination of dry glazes and bare clay.
For more information: Web: www.tim-thornton.com
Facebook: @TimThorntonCeramics Instagram: @tim_thornton_ceramics
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Protecting Your Data
Of course you don’t look at this Newsletter to read about data; you rightly want to make or appreciate
pots. Please, however, read on because it is also important that you are content with the way the Committee
and other nominated persons use and protect your data. There is also an up to 20M Euro fine if we get it
wrong! Putting aside the threat, however, I think many of us would agree that there needs to be new regulation on the way organisations use our personal data and to give us better control of what is going on. This is
what the new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) does and it has to be implemented for all those organisations that hold data (digital or manual) that could make a person identifiable by 25th May this year. It
requires the organisation holding such data to state clearly what they hold, why they hold it, who holds it, how
it is held, how it is protected and what rights the individual has over it. I think that most would agree that this
is not only very sensible but long overdue.
As you read this you should have recently received the renewal for your SCG membership. That renewal contained a two side Data Privacy Policy, which outlined the answers to above. It also contained a new membership renewal form (including for Life members), which requires members to sign agreement to the Policy. The difficulty is that there is no half-way house here. If you don’t agree with what is done with your personal data, then you cannot participate in membership of the Group; the Membership Secretary cannot process
your membership and you cannot be invited to attend demonstrations etc. The Committee and nominated others (for example organisers of Bishops’ Kitchen) cannot tell you about things going on if they are not allowed
to know about you. So, please sign up to the Data Privacy Policy and remain a member. At the same time we
have retained and extended choice on the opt out from the published Members List, which is going to be sent
hard copy to all members annually rather than being on the website and sent by Email, as previously. The
Membership List is, however, one of the strengths of the Group, allowing members to contact others in their
area for advice or sympathy, or simply have a good chat about pots and it is hoped that the extended opt outs
will widen participation in the List.
If you have any questions then please contact me with your thoughts at a3@apaine.uk.

Tom Paine
Membership Secretary
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Social Media Wizard wanted!
Are you an expert on the use of social media? Would
you like to help the group with your skills? We are
looking for a volunteer to help the group maintain their
social media presence across Facebook Twitter and
hopefully create our own Instagram presence as well.
In our modern world this is a key way of promoting ceramics both within our own membership and for the
public. It is an excellent way to promote events, exhibitions and courses/classes by the group and our members, as well as sharing other items of interest from the word of ceramics.
Is this an area where you are knowledgeable and enthusiastic? Or maybe this is an opportunity to learn and
discover. Can you help us out? If so we will be delighted to hear from you. We need to work out how best we
can share information cross all our communications channels to provide the best benefit for our members.
Please email me if you have any in have an interest in helping out in this role at webmaster.359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk.
Neil - SCG Webmaster. webmaster.359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk
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Demonstrations : James Ort
In 2010 James Ort gave up his career in conservation to focus on his art. He moved from Brighton to the village of
Towersey to manage the Phoenix Studio, a private art
teaching studio set in rural Oxfordshire. It was in this creative environment that he discovered sculpture, namely ceramics. Animals are James' primary subject matter which is the result of a lifelong fascination in wildlife and a former career.
Using his knowledge of anatomy and form, he pushes ceramic
to its limits and has developed some innovative techniques to
help achieve this. Colour and pattern bring his pieces to life; he
often combines ceramic with wire where the subject calls for it
(for example when making insects or crustaceans). James has
been heavily influenced by his Grandfather, Brian Price Thomas whom illustrated a number of the Ladybird Children Books
(including the Gingerbread Man). James has a love & natural
aptitude for teaching. The Phoenix Studio runs classes Monday
to Friday, with weekend, evening and summer schools in addition to this. He personally teaches at least 15 ceramic animal or
wire weekend courses a year in addition to other sessions during the week. James is also teaching a three day summer school
at West Dean College in May, 2017 James has run numerous
creative sessions for children at over 20 schools, as well as
from the Phoenix Studio

James Ort(b. May 1982,Uk)
Email:james@orts.co.uk Mob:07765980508 Work:01844698521 Websites: www.jamesort.co.uk
www.phoenixstudio.co.uk Studio Address: The Phoenix Studio, Chinnor Rd, Towersey, Oxon ,OX93QZ
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Registration: SCG Demonstration: James Ort 10am to 4pm, Sunday 22 April 2018
Soberton Village Hall, School Hill, Soberton SO32 3PF
Registration Document
Name:
Address:
Contact phone no:

Email address:
SCG membership no:
Name of guest:
This document can be completed on line and sent by email to: zyg@kruk.co.uk
Registration fee is £20 for members, £25 for guests
Payment (please indicate): BACS…… or
BACS
Account:
Bank:
A/c no:
Sort code:

Cheque………

Southern Ceramic Group
Lloyds
26954360
30 90 34

Reference: JODemoYourName
Cheques should be made payable to Southern Ceramic Group and posted (with a printed copy of the completed
registration form) to:
Zyg Kruk
30 Wittering Rd
Hayling Is
Hants PO11 9SP
zyg@kruk.co.uk: 02392469104

07864995843

Hands on.
There will be a hands on session during this event. Please bring wooden modelling board, and building tools.
Clay and other materials will be supplied.
Catering arrangements
Coffee, tea and biscuits will be available on the day.
Please bring a contribution to an American Supper style lunch, as well as your own crockery and cutlery
Zyg Kruk
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SOUTHERN CERAMIC GROUP COMMITTEE

Chair
Rolf Hawkins Tel : 01962 869117
Email : rolf.hawkins@winchester.anglican.org

Marketing
Vidya Thirunarayan Tel :
Email : vidyathiru@hotmail.com

Hon Sec
Sandie Dixon Tel : 02380 550064
Email : 2sandie@tiscali.co.uk

Demonstrations
Zyg Kruk Tel : 02392 469104
Email : zyg@kruk.co.uk

SCG Summer Exhibition
Vasu Reddy
Email : vasureddyceramics@gmail.com

Treasurer
John Howell Tel : 02380 618165
Email : john.howell400@gmail.com

News letter
Keith Menear Tel : 07788908182
Email : keith.menear@hotmail.co.uk

Website
Neil Rampton

Email:
neil.rampton359@southernceramicgroup.org.uk
Membership Secretary
Tom Paine
Email : a3@apaine.uk
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NEXT COPY DEADLINE : 17th June 2018
Please send contributions to : keith.menear@hotmail.co.uk
Next Newsletter due : 1st July 2018
Would you like to advertise in the Southern Ceramic Group Newsletter?
If so please contact Rolf Hawkins
email: rolf.hawkins@winchester.anglican.org
The rates for advertising are:
SCG Members : FREE
Commercial Advertising Rates: B&W Colour
Full Page £20
Half Page £10
Quarter Page £5
Interested in becoming a member of the Southern Ceramic Group?
Application forms can be found on the group website at:
http://www.southernceramicgroup.co.uk/Information/SCGMemberApp.pdf
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